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Abstract

On the way to a cable free operating theater a new oper-

ating table is developed featuring into the table integrated

sensors for patient monitoring, which do not necessarily

need a direct contact to the naked skin, and a magnetic

tracking system. The patient monitoring sensors are new

multimodal sensors, which combine a capacitive electric

field sensor with a reflective optical sensor and a temper-

ature measurement. This multimodal measurement offers

the opportunity of a reliable vital sign measurement by use

of redundancy and plausibility checks. A novel artifact de-

tection method for capacitive electrocardiogram measure-

ments based on an optical measurement is presented. To-

gether with an adaptive threshold based algorithm, inter-

vals with artifacts can reliably be identified resulting in a

robust estimation of heart rate.

1. Introduction

A common wish of surgeons and anaesthesiologists is

the reduction or clearance of cables in an operating the-

ater. A step towards this goal is the integration of a mag-

netic tracking system and sensors for patient monitoring

into an operating table. The magnetic tracking allows to

determine the position of medical instruments without any

line of view and thus also inside the patient. This integra-

tion of tracking and monitoring reduces cost (disposables

are avoided), reduces preparation time and increases pa-

tient safety.

In the following, we focus on the sensors for patient

monitoring. Fig. 1 shows a sketch of the table in which

the sensors are visible. To adapt to different patients an

array of sensors is integrated into the table. The monitor-

ing consists of a capacitive electrocardiogram (cECG), a

novel optical artifact detection and a temperature sensor.

The cECG allows the measurement of the ECG without

a conductive contact and thus can also measure an ECG

Figure 1. Operating theater table with integrated multi-

modal sensors.

through clothes [1]. Although the body core temperature

is the important value for physicians, the temperature sen-

sors integrated measure only the skin or surface tempera-

ture. But the skin temperature may give further informa-

tion to physicians and can predict a beginning hypother-

mia even in low risk operations in which a temperature

monitoring would otherwise not be applied. Additionally,

assuming a well isolating operating table, the skin temper-

ature will converge towards the core temperature, similar

to zero-heat-flux sensors [2].

However, since the electrodes are not tightly fixed to the

patient, these measurements suffer from sever motion arti-

facts which may totally disrupt the signals of interest. To

solve this drawback, a method to detect motion artifacts is

presented in this paper. The reliable detection of artifacts

is a main prerequisite for contactless sensors to achieve ac-

ceptance and provide a reliable deduction of further param-

eters (e.g. heart rate, heart rate variability or temperature

trends).
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intervals which are marked as artifacts, are discarded and

the HR can reliably be estimated.

4. Discussion and conclusions

The combination of a capacitive electric field sensor

with an optical reflective measurement and a temperature

sensor offers a lot of advantages for performing reliable

vital sign measurements, e.g. a plausibility check, or for

the calculation of further parameters such as e.g. the pulse

transit time. In addition, the integration of these sensors

into an operating table offers the opportunity to reduce ca-

bles and to provide monitoring without the need for extra

devices even in case of small and short interventions. No

interference was found between the magnetic tracking sys-

tem and the sensitive electric field sensor.

The detection of artifacts works well with the proposed

algorithm based on the standard deviation of the time

derivative of the optical signals. The proposed algorithm

even adapts to different physiological waveforms as it can

use redundancy in the optical and electrical measurement.

However, this methods only detects artifacts which are due

to motion at the electrode and not artifacts which are due

to common mode distortions. In this case, an additional

post-processing is needed.
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